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Welcome to our new Cambridge Core
overview catalogue for librarians
This contains key information on the Cambridge Core platform and other academic platforms we
have available as well as an overview of purchase models.

Cambridge Core
It’s now been more than a year since
we launched Cambridge Core, and the
platform now hosts over 380 journals
and over 33,000 ebooks.
Cambridge Core was informed by
extensive market research and feedback
from our users including more than
9,000 researchers and librarians. Using
an agile development methodology, we
have continued to develop and build
functionality on Cambridge Core in
response to the needs of our librarian
customers.

Key developments
Implemented

Forthcoming functionality

• Implementation of Inbound 		
OpenURLs

• Additional data in book holdings reports

• COUNTER4 reports rolled out, with
greater granularity

• Integration with reading list software

• Improved access representation
• Clearer details on accessibility
• Clearer signposting to the librarian
administrator area
• OpenURL links when no access is 		
available
• The ability to download MARC records
by order number
• SerialsSolutions compatibility

• Bibliographic data reporting improved
• Usability improvements to collections
of work
• Increased visibility of institution as 		
provider of access
• Metrics beyond downloads and
turnaways
• Enhanced presentation of forthcoming
content
• Clearer indication when users do not
have access to content
• COUNTER5 level reporting
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Key features of Cambridge Core for librarians
In addition to the new functionality highlighted, Cambridge Core also offers a variety
of important tools for librarians including:
Reporting
• Download your ebook and journal
reports in one convenient location
• Reports for the past 5 years of
Cambridge Books Online and
Cambridge Journals Online usage
also available
Turnaway reports
• Turnaway reports are captured and
retrievable via Core Admin – these
note when a user attempts to access
but is refused

Accessibility
• Cambridge Core is committed to
providing a platform that is accessible
to the widest possible audience,
regardless of technology or ability
Security
• Cambridge Core is secure and
includes the functionality to protect
customers’ data

Additional platforms
and products from
Cambridge
Although we have moved a large amount
of content for academics onto Cambridge
Core, there are a number of platforms and
databases currently located on different
platforms.
These platforms and products are:
• Cambridge Law Reports
• Cambridge Archive Editions
• Ben Jonson Online
• Stahl Online
• Dictionary of Irish Bibliography
• Orlando
• Africa Bibliography
Find out more on pages 18–19
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Ebooks on
Cambridge Core

Partner Publishing
on Cambridge Core

More than 33,000 monographs, textbooks,
and coursebooks are available for institutional
purchase on Cambridge Core. Cambridge
publish around 1,400 new titles on average
each year; with ebooks simultaneously added
alongside print publication.

We are pleased to be able to provide access to
ebooks from the world-renowned publishing
programmes of our partner presses via
Cambridge Core.

Ebook purchasing options
We offer a number of purchasing options for our ebook
content including:
• Pick-and-choose on a title-by-title basis
• Build your own customised collection
• Evidence Based Acquisition
plus more (see page 14 for more details)

Key features
•
•
•
•

Simultaneous publication online alongside the print edition
Free MARC records for easy cataloguing
Trust-based Digital Rights Management (DRM)
Unlimited user concurrency

These titles cover subjects from all disciplines across the fields
of science, technology and medicine, as well as the humanities
and social sciences. Making a unique contribution to the world of
scholarship, our ebook partner publishing programme sets new
standards for the integration of key academic content. Access to
these partner publisher titles through Cambridge Core is available
to libraries worldwide under a number of attractive and flexible
models, ensuring instant access to the best research available.
Cambridge Core features a page for each partner publisher, to
allow you to explore their titles.

Partner Publishers:
• Anthem Press

• ISEAS-Yusof Ishak Institute

• Boydell & Brewer

• Jagiellonian University Press

• Edinburgh University Press

• Liverpool University Press

• Emirates Center for
Strategic Studies and
Research

• Royal Economic Society

• Foundation Books
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• The University of Adelaide
Press

Journals on Cambridge Core
We currently publish over 380 academic journals in science, technology, medicine, the humanities and
the social sciences and our list continues to expand, with 12 new journals added in 2018.
Many of these titles are the leading
journals in their fields and together
they form one of the most valuable and
comprehensive collections of research
available today. For any collection you
subscribe to, you will gain perpetual
access to content from the years in which
you subscribe. Cambridge journals
are available in online packages for
companies, institutions, and consortia
worldwide, for single or multiple sites.

New journals published
by Cambridge in 2018
include:

Packages include:

On behalf of the Royal College of
Psychiatrists:

• Full Package
• Humanities and Social Sciences (HSS)
Package
• Science, Technology and Medicine
(STM) Package
• Subject Area Packages including:
– Business package
– Agriculture package
– Science and Technology package
– Language and Linguistics package
– Biological Sciences package

• British Journal of Psychiatry

• Global Sustainability

New journals include:

Open Access

• Latin American Politics and Society
• Legal Studies
• Modern American History
• Personality Neuroscience

Open Access

• BJPsych Advances
• BJPsych Bulletin
• BJPsych International
• BJPsych Open

Open Access

On behalf of the Mineralogical
Society of Great Britain and Ireland
• Mineralogical Magazine
• Clay Minerals

plus many more
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Journals Digital Archive 1770 – 2015
Knowledge is no longer shelved

Since the Cambridge Journals Digital Archive (CJDA) was launched in 2009, more than 3.5 million
extra pages of content have been digitised, including content dating back to 1770.

The 2018 CJDA now contains over
1 million articles and has over 10
million linked references. It includes
the extensive backfiles of more than
300 leading journals published by
Cambridge University Press and forms
a vital record of eminent research.
Since the launch of Cambridge Core
we have also been capturing turnaway
data for journal archives to help you see
which archives are popular amongst
your researchers. Please contact your
sales representative for a list of popular
archive turnaways.
• More than 300 Cambridge journals
backfiles
• From Volume 1, Issue 1
• More than 245 years of world class
research

Collections to suit
every customer
The Cambridge Journals Digital
Archive (CJDA) is available in multiple
collections, as individual journal
archives or in custom packages.
• Individual title archives
• Subject and bespoke archive
collections
• Cambridge Journals Complete Digital
Archive
• Cambridge Journals Humanities and
Social Sciences (HSS) Digital Archive
• Cambridge Journals Science,
Technology and Medicine (STM)
Digital Archive
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Oldest journal archives
• Archaeologia (publication of the
Society of Antiquaries of London)
Archaeology
1770 – 1992
• Earth and Environmental Science
Transactions of The Royal Society
of Edinburgh
Earth & Atmospheric Science
1788 – 2000
• Transactions of the Royal Asiatic
Society of Great Britain and Ireland
Area Studies
1827 – 1831

Also available:
• Journal of Fluid Mechanics Digital
Archive
from: Volume 1 (1956) to 329 (1996)
640 issues reproduced of this vital
resource

Collections on Cambridge Core

Cambridge Histories
Cambridge Histories is a globally respected series of history books, authored by distinguished
scholars. They offer a contextualized overview, suggesting how events are related to one another
and presenting history as a continuous and evolutionary process. Because they offer a big picture
perspective in each subject area, Cambridge Histories are an excellent place to begin research.

Subject overview
Subjects range widely across the
humanities with a concentration on
political and cultural history. Each
volume includes authoritative narrative
accounts by specialists and extensive
bibliographic referencing.
Available sub-collections
• American history
• Ancient history and classical studies
• Asian history
• British and European history
• Literature
• Middle East and African studies
• Music and theatre

Purchase models to
suit your needs

New and forthcoming

• Collections purchasing
Purchase perpetual access to the
full Cambridge Histories collection,
or smaller thematic or regional
collections via a one-time fee
• Title-by-title selection
Individual titles are available to buy
on a title-by-title basis
• Annual collection updates
Add to your Cambridge Histories
collection with all new titles added in
a specific year
• Print purchase is also available

• Philosophy and political thought
• Religion
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Cambridge Companions
Cambridge Companions is a series of authoritative guides, written by leading experts, offering lively,
accessible introductions to major writers, artists, philosophers, topics, and periods.
Cambridge Core hosts the online
collection of the printed series and
includes more than 650 Companions
titles, more than 4,000 essays, plus
bibliographies and further reading.
The first two titles in the Companions
series were the Cambridge Companion
to Shakespeare and the Cambridge
Companion to Chaucer, which were
both published in 1986 and have been
updated with new editions. The series
has been published with the intention
not only to offer a comprehensive
overview of any chosen topic, but
to display and provoke lively and
controversial debate.
Subjects include
• Literature

Purchase models to
suit your needs
• Perpetual access
Purchase perpetual access to the full
Cambridge Companions collection, or
smaller subject collections via a onetime fee with a 30% built-in discount
• Title-by-title purchasing
Individual titles are available to buy
on a title-by-title basis
• Annual collection updates
Keep your collection up-to-date
by purchasing all new Companions
published in that year
• Annual lease option
• Print purchase is also available

• Classics
• Philosophy
• Religion and culture
• Music
• Cultural studies
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New and forthcoming

Shakespeare Survey
Since 1948, Shakespeare Survey has been publishing the best international scholarship in English
and many of its essays have become classics of Shakespearean criticism. Shakespeare Survey
is available as a collection on Cambridge Core, as one of the the leading digital resources for
Shakespearean study.

Publishing annually
since 1948

Key features

Each volume is devoted to a theme,
play, or group of plays, and also contains
a selection of reviews of that year’s
textual and critical studies, and of the
year’s major British performances. The
volumes are illustrated throughout
with a variety of Shakespearean
images and production photographs.
Each new annual edition is published
simultaneously online and in print.

• Chronologies, extensive
bibliographies and guides to further
reading

To date there have been 69 volumes of
Shakespeare Survey published.

Recent highlights

• Distinguished and unique texts

• Available on the Cambridge Core
platform with extensive functionality
for researchers and librarians

Availability
Shakespeare Survey is available via
an annual lease model or as a one-off
perpetual purchase in certain countries
(please enquire).
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Cambridge
Library Collection
1740 – 1940
The Cambridge Library Collection is the
premier imprint for reissues of out-of-copyright
scholarly books, from multiple publishers,
originating from the eighteenth to the early
twentieth century.
The Collection publishes across the full range of academic
subjects and has particular strengths in colonial and military/
naval history, maritime and polar exploration, classics, ancient
history, linguistics, and the history of science and mathematics.
cambridge.org/clconline

Cambridge
Handbooks
Genuinely broad in scope, each handbook in
this series provides a complete state-of-thefield overview of a major sub-discipline within
language study and psychological science
research.
Grouped into broad thematic areas, the chapters in each
volume encompass the most important issues and topics within
each subject, offering a coherent picture of the latest theories
and findings. Together, the volumes will build into an integrated
overview of the discipline in its entirety.
Cambridge Handbooks are available to buy via the
following methods
• A complete collection
• Smaller sub-collections
• Title-by-title
• Through our usual ebooks institutional purchase models
including Evidence Based Acquisition
• Annual lease
cambridge.org/handbooks
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High-Risk Pregnancy:
Management Options
NEW

from Cambridge, regularly updated online resource

High-Risk Pregnancy: Management Options is the leading authority on the evidence-based
management of high-risk pregnancy. Published by Cambridge for the first time as a dynamic
online resource on Cambridge Core, it is regularly reviewed and updated by experts in the field.
This ensures that users are always up-to-date with national and international guidelines and good
practice. It provides practical answers to the questions: What are the risks of this problem in
pregnancy; How do I manage a patient with this problem; How do I perform this procedure?

Key features include:
• High-resolution pop-up versions of each
image, allowing users to view and examine
images in detail
• Regularly updated and reviewed online
content

Pricing information for
institutions
• 5 year lease to regularly updated online resource
• Plus perpetual access to static PDF

• Hyperlinked in-book references and index
• Optimised for reading on mobile, computer
and tablet
• Inline video content
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Coming soon

Cambridge Elements are original, concise, authoritative, and
peer-reviewed scholarly and scientific research, organised
into focused series edited by leading scholars, and providing
comprehensive coverage of the key topics in disciplines
spanning the arts and sciences.
Regularly updated and conceived from the start for a digital
environment, they provide a dynamic reference resource for
graduate students, researchers, and practitioners.

cambridge.org/elements
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Subject coverage
We are pleased to publish in a variety of subject areas across the humanities, social sciences and
STM. The below table outlines the number of ebooks and journals available on Cambridge Core†.

Subject
Anthropology

Ebooks Journals
384

Subject

Ebooks Journals

4

Law

1727

30

Archaeology

475

7

Life Sciences

1425

25

Area studies

1196

32

Literature

3434

2

Art

174

3

Management

247

10

Partner Publishers
Publisher

Ebooks

Anthem Press

323

Boydell & Brewer

1620

Edinburgh University Press

579
18

Astronomy

398

3

Materials Science*

–

5

Classical studies

1308

18

Mathematics

1738

21

Computer Science

341

7

Medicine

1184

15

Emirates Center for Strategic Studies
and Research

Drama & Theatre

146

5

Music

631

11

Foundation Books

149

Earth & environmental
sciences

738

13

Neuroscience**

–

2

ISEAS–Yusof Ishak Institute

480

Economics

1269

Nutrition***

–

5

Jagiellonian University Press

75

Philosophy

1780

13

Liverpool University Press

173

Physics

862

7

Royal Economic Society

30

Politics & International
Relations

2605

28

University of Adelaide Press

43

Psychology

702

24

Religion

1132

7

Sociology

621

13

Statistics & Probability

217

–

13

Education

92

–

Engineering

820

5

English Language teaching

75

–

Film, communication, Media
& Mass communication

182

–

Geography

353

–

History

6870

44

Language & Linguistics

1013

20

* for books in Materials Science, refer to Engineering
** for books in Neuroscience refer to Medicine
*** for books in Nutrition refer to Life Sciences
†
as of August 2017		
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Cambridge Open Taking knowledge forward
Open Access (OA) has become an important way to make research findings freely available for
anyone to access and view. Our growing OA programme brings together leading researchers and
thinkers to create a rich exchange of ideas and knowledge. We aim to support all forms of OA
research and interdisciplinary collaboration that are financially sustainable.
To avoid charging both authors and
subscribers for Open Access content, we
annually review our subscription prices
in accordance with our double-dipping
policy (see www.cambridge.org/
openaccess).
The Cambridge Open Access
programme includes:
• A hybrid open access option for more
than 200 journals
• A programme of more than 20 wholly
open access journals. This includes
the following titles:
–
		
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

APSIPA Transactions on Signal and
Information Processing
BJHS Themes
BJPsych Open
Design Science
Forum of Mathematics, Pi
Forum of Mathematics, Sigma
Global Mental Health
Global Sustainability

–
		
–
		
–
–
–

High Power Laser Science and 		
Engineering
Journal of Agricultural and Applied
Economics
Journal of Nutritional Science
Parasitology Open
Personality Neuroscience

• More than 20 Gold Open Access ebooks
as well as books available through the
Knowledge Unlatched initiative

Open Access policies
We are compliant with funders
We are listed as a ‘Green’ publisher in the
SHERPA/RoMEO database for publishers’
Open Access policies. We are compliant
with the requirements of the NIH, Hefce,
Wellcome Trust and many other funders.
Retrospective OA
We offer the option for published articles
to be made Open Access through
payment of the article processing charge.
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We support green archiving
We support green archiving, with access
covered by our standard copyright
forms. These allow our authors to
archive their Accepted Manuscripts in
institutional repositories, on personal
webpages and in subject repositories
such as PubMed Central. Find out more
about our green archiving policies at
cambridge.org/openaccess

Open Access
membership options
We provide both institutional annual
membership and institutional
prepayment membership. For further
information please contact:
openaccess@cambridge.org

Purchase models

Ebook and journal purchasing models on Cambridge Core

Ebook purchasing models
Pick-and-choose
All ebooks on Cambridge Core can be purchased on a title-bytitle basis, to enable you to buy titles when you need them and
build your own bespoke collections
Collection building
Subject collections are available on Cambridge Core, covering
more than 30 areas of study. Collections can be customised
according to your subject interest. Also available are our
Essential eBooks Collections, featuring the top 50 best-selling
titles in each area. and Hot Topics, which are cross-disciplinary
ebook collections on cutting edge research topics.
Evidence Based Acquisition (EBA)
Under an Evidence Based Acquisition (EBA) model, institutions
are given access to an extensive online collection of ebooks
from Cambridge University Press and our publishing partners,
before they make decisions about which titles to buy access
to in perpetuity. The evidence to support decision making is
supplied in the form of usage reports, indicating which titles
are the most popular within the institution during the period.
Advanced Ordering
Advanced Ordering is available for forthcoming titles. You
can either purchase the complete list of our forthcoming new
titles or you can specify custom subject areas with titles being
acquired automatically as they become available.

Librarian Self-service
Librarians can now instantly purchase titles directly via Cambridge
Core using the Self-service ‘add to basket’ functionality. To find out
if this service is available in your territory, or to set this up, please
contact your sales representative.

Journal and journal archive
purchasing models
Journals
Subscriptions are available to most Cambridge journals in
Print + Online, Print Only and Online Only formats, although an
increasing number of journals are only available online.
Site licence, multi-site licence and consortia sales
We welcome enquiries from academic institutions as well as
from commercial organisations. Please note that consortia and
site licence pricing will not result in you paying less for your
existing subscriptions, but can add a great deal of invaluable
content for a modest additional cost.
Cambridge Journals Digital Archive
The Cambridge Journals Digital Archive (CJDA) is available via
perpetual access for a one time fee, or through annual lease.
Collections can be tailored to your individual requirements and
range from the complete archive right through to individual
journal archives.
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Products on Cambridge Core

Lease to own

Annual lease with
anytime start

•

Cambridge Journals on
Cambridge Core

Cambridge Journals
Digital Archive on
Cambridge Core

Annual
subscription

One-time fee
perpetual access

Product and pricing options

✓

•

•

Ebooks on
Cambridge Core
including partner
publisher titles

✓

Cambridge
Companions

✓

•

One-time purchase of full collection or HSS, STM and Medicine sub-collections.
Smaller subject collections and individual journal archives also available
For a price quote tailored for your institution please contact us using the details on the
back of this catalogue
Please visit cambridge.org/core-cjda for more information

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pick-and-choose on a title-by-title basis
Customised subject collections
Select defined subjects of interest or create your own collections
Evidence Based Acquisition (EBA)
Advanced Ordering
Librarian Self-Service

•

Purchase perpetual access to the full collection, or smaller subject collections via a
one-time fee
Title-by-title purchasing
Annual collection updates in that year
Annual lease option

•

✓

✓
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Site licence, multi-site licence and consortia sales available as well as individual journal
subscriptions
Find out more by visiting cambridge.org/core/services/librarians or use the contact
details on the back of this catalogue

•
•
•

Products on Cambridge Core

Cambridge
Histories

✓

Shakespeare Survey
Online

✓

JFM Archive

✓

MRS Advances

Cambridge Handbooks

✓

Additional platforms from Cambridge

Dictionary of Irish
Biography

✓

•
•

Regular or premium subscription
Perpetual access to the MRS Online Proceedings Library Archive also available

✓

•

Purchase under existing ebook models or annual lease

✓

•

5 year annual lease

•
•

Top-up fees for additional content
One-time perpetual access option also available in some territories – please enquire

•

Top-up collections available at extra cost

•
•

Perpetual purchase of past volumes
Combined print and online bundle option also available

✓

✓

✓
✓

Orlando

✓

Africa Bibliography

✓

Cambridge
Law Reports

Lease to own

Annual top-up collections also available
Smaller sub sets also available

✓

Stahl
Historical Statistics
of the United States
(HSUS)

•
•

✓

High Risk Pregnancy

✓

PURCHASING OPTIONS

✓

✓

Cambridge Archive
Editions

Annual lease with
anytime start

Annual
subscription

One-time fee
perpetual access

PLATFORM

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Cambridge
On
of Ben Jonson Online

The Cambridge Edition of the Works of Ben
Jonson Online features Jonson’s complete
works, together with an extensive critical and
documentary archive. With more than three times
as much content as the print edition, extensive
viewing, search and comparison tools, it is a key
resource for anyone studying literature.
cambridge.org/jonsononline

Cambridge Archive Editions
Cambridge Archive Editions (CAE) is an imprint of
Cambridge University Press, publishing primary
source collections, and conducting original
research in government records and other sources.
Cambridge Archive Editions, in partnership with
East View Information Services, have digitised the
collection to make all the original print volumes and
accompanying maps available as online editions.
cambridge.org/cae

Cambridge Law Reports

Orlando

extensive search options, a unique browse feature
to quickly find required content and a personal
folder for saving key cases and searches.

Orlando is an online textbase providing a wealth of
biographical and critical information about British
women writers, with related entries on literary and
historical events, male writers, and non- British
women writers.

lawreports.cambridge.org

orlando.cambridge.org

e
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Cambridge Law Reports (CLR) offers
fast
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easy access to key reports,
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of print,
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i
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Law Reports
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Women’s Writing in the British Isles from the
Beginnings to the Present

Historical Statistics of the United
States (HSUS) Millennial Edition Online
A thoroughly revised edition of the standard source
for quantitative indicators of American history,
utilising information from the 2000 United States
Census and reflecting thirty years of new data and
scholarship.
hsus.cambridge.org

Dictionary of Irish Biography
The Dictionary of Irish Biography (DIB) is a
collaborative project between Cambridge
University Press and the Royal Irish Academy,
involving 700 contributors and spanning more than
9,000 lives. The DIB includes the lives of Irish men
and women who made a significant contribution in
Ireland and abroad, as well as those born overseas
who had noteworthy careers in Ireland.
dib.cambridge.org

Africa Bibliography

Stahl Online

The annual Africa Bibliography, long considered the
leading bibliographic guide to all works in African
studies, has been fully digitised and launched as
a fully-searchable online database, in consultation
with Africanist librarians. It’s the ideal solution for
institutions with a focus on African research.

Stahl Online comprises online versions of the
complete set of reference works written or edited
by Dr. Stephen M. Stahl, one of the world’s leading
psychopharmacologists.

africabibliography.cambridge.org

stahlonline.org

Contact us

For further information please contact us using the
details below or speak to your usual sales representative.

Americas: online@cambridge.org
Asia: asiamktg@cambridge.org
India: academicmarketingindia@cambridge.org
Rest of world: library.sales@cambridge.org

Find us online today
cambridge.org/core
facebook.com/cambridgecore
twitter.com/cambridgelib
cambridge.org/core/blog
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